
What’s New

Solid first quarter of 2017 behind us, and the second quarter is looking very promising as well.

We’ve had a great response to the AFIXX-ers social media campaign. AFIXX has introduced 
two AFIXX-ers so far, Bob, Larry and the sisters team of Deb, Tracy and Kelly will be introduced 
soon. Please look for new releases on our twitter feed @AFIXXAlliance.

Thanks to Tony DiMaio for conducting the first of our educational webinars on our products. Tony 
spoke about rivet and rivet nuts, and I think we all walked away with lots of valuable information.

Make sure to look for our U.S. History facts of the week and our Did You Know tweets about 
AFIXX.

AFIXX appreciates the press release in the American Fastener Journal digital section regarding our 
new Tri-fixx and Q-fixx rivets.

Thanks as always to our customers and sales team for helping with AFIXX’s continuing growth.

Go Cubs!
 
  All the best,

Baseball is back, so naturally Bob 
has a big smile 

on his face. He 
recently took 
a tour of our 
warehouse, (it’s 

not so easy for 
him to get around 

anymore), and was amazed at 
the technology in place to pick 
and pack orders. He saw that 
every item has been bar coded, 
and it immediately led to 
stories of how he used to look 
for parts in his cardex system.  
Bob also reiterated how 
everything was better, “back 
in the day” and that the only 
way he did business was with 
a handshake and a personal 
relationship. Although things 
are a bit different today, 
AFIXX still maintains this core 
value.
 - Go Cubs!
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Featured Product The AFIXXers Did You Know?

Whats New?Bob’s Bullpen...

AFIXX carries large and small 
flange rivet nuts in both Steel and 

Aluminum!

AFIXX stocks 1st and 2nd Grip in 
sizes 6-32 to 3/8!

AFIXX sells in bulk, packaged and 
visual box sizes!

AFIXX is now stocking Q-fixx Rivets!
These are Structural rivets with an 
internal interference lock,  which 

insures the mandrel and rivet body 
plug the hole diameter. Our Q-fixx 
rivet has a high tensile and shear 

strength, with a weatherproof 
feature.

Comparable Parts: Q Rivet®, RKQ™, 
and Q-LOK

Hey 
Bob!

Hi 
Larry!


